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1.

INTRODUCTION

Self-governing organizations and communities have produced some of the most compelling examples
of collective intelligence [Benkler et al. 2015; Woolley et al. 2015]. Within these communities, however,
governance practices and procedures such as rule enforcement are more structured than might seem
obvious given the absence of formal bureaucratic hierarchy [Forte et al. 2009; Joyce and Butler 2012].
In addition, the scale of many such communities requires rules that are localized by sub-communities
[Chandrasekharan et al. 2018; Fiesler et al. 2018]. Such localized rules are key to successful selfgovernance [Ostrom 1990], but have attracted little empirical attention in prior research.
We describe below exploratory work examining the prevalence of localized, heterogeneous governance across communities on a major peer production platform: Wikipedia. Wikipedia remains one of
the most striking examples of collective intelligence today [Benkler et al. 2015], particularly in its governance system. In ongoing work, we find that the top five language editions of Wikipedia show high
variance in rule pages and organization, despite their operation within the same overarching project,
using the same software, and pursuing the same goals of creating high quality encyclopedic content.
These preliminary findings illustrate how multi-community analyses of collective governance can provide insight into the prevalence, role, and dynamics of heterogeneous practices of the governance that
coordinates and manages collective intelligence at scale.
2.

RELATED WORK

The idea that distributed, often conflicting, opinions about rules develop into consensus has seen success in peer production projects [Black et al. 2011; Matei and Dobrescu 2010; Osman 2013] as well
as in online community content moderation [Lampe and Resnick 2004]. Given this bottom-up process,
rule localization provides a fundamental mechanism by which governance operates.
However, conflict about rules may undermine regulatory effectiveness [Kiesler et al. 2012], reduce
platform accountability [Chandrasekharan et al. 2018], and lend to power plays by more senior, experienced users [Kriplean et al. 2007; Halfaker et al. 2013; Matei and Dobrescu 2010]. This remains an
issue for many self-governing communities, within which there may be sub-groups with conflicting localized sets of rules, such as what counts as harassment [Chandrasekharan et al. 2018]. No systematic
analysis has considered rule convergence or divergence among Wikipedia’s self-governing language
edition communities.
2.1

Collective governance work on Wikipedia

Wikipedia has collectively managed and governed mass participation on a very large scale and over a
longer time period than almost any comparable organization [Kriplean et al. 2007; Kittur et al. 2007;
Forte et al. 2009; Black et al. 2011]. The design of Wikipedia’s governance as participatory (any contributor can edit the rule pages) and decentralized (any contributor can enforce rules) makes Wikipedia
particularly appropriate for investigating how parallel communities each collectively develop and practice rules. Wikipedia continuously deals with governance development and interpretation by contributors [Keegan and Fiesler 2017], creating a gap between rule text and practice.
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Prior research has predominantly focused on English Wikipedia. However, there are increasing calls
to diversify work, as users exhibit different dynamics across language editions [Hara et al. 2010; Hecht
and Gergle 2010]. Moreover, “parallel” communities of Wikipedia — language editions — generate
significantly different outputs, both in articles and article content [Hecht and Gergle 2010]. Even when
comparing an article to its cross-language-edition equivalents, they are often not organized in the same
manner relative to other articles within the respective language edition [Hecht and Gergle 2010].
3.

SETTING, DATA, METHODS

We consider a language edition of Wikipedia a distinct sub-community of editors on the broader platform. We look at the five language editions of Wikipedia with the most active editors (more than 5
edits in the last month): English, German, Spanish, French, and Japanese. As the most active language editions, these groups have more people likely to know about and use rules and more developed
rule pages. Crucially, a feature called “interlanguage links” (ILLs) [Wikipedia 2020a] connects pages
considered equivalent across language editions. Because language editions share several rules, one can
compare how different but essentially parallel communities navigate enforcement of the same rules.
Wikipedia “rules” are divided into policies, guidelines, and essays in addition to a set of core principles [Wikipedia 2020b]. As policies and guidelines both have enforceable consequences (e.g. banning) if
violated, we consider only them and core principles under the umbrella term “rules”, unless otherwise
noted. In German Wikipedia, rules are organized under one category Richtlinie instead of the three
sub-categories; we count only rule pages linked from the Wikipedia: Richtlinie page or Richtlinie navigation box, or with the Richtlinie navigation box on its page. This is a conservative collection of rule
pages on German Wikipedia. We use a Python script to systematically get all relevant rule pages.
We first use the ILLs to highlight divergences in written rules across language editions of Wikipedia,
particularly focusing on core shared rules. We later turn to policy invocation — the practice of invoking
rules with direct links — on Wikipedia, which allows us to see not only how the enforced norms are
rooted in written rules, but also what written rules are being actively enforced. Through the combination of policy invocation and ILLs, we can extract what rules are common across many language
edition communities as well as how the communities write about, discuss, and enforce them.
4.
4.1

HETEROGENEOUS GOVERNANCE PRACTICES ON WIKIPEDIA
Divergence in rule pages and organization

Across the five language editions, we collected a total of 743 rule pages (Feb 2020). Of those 743 pages,
29.7% were linked to the other four language editions, 14.3% to three, 11.6% to two, 12.8% to one, and
33.0% to none. Table 1 shows the percentage of rule pages in a language edition (row) that have an ILL
to a page in one of the other four language editions (column). The highest percentage is 81.5% and the
average is roughly 53.1%.
These percentages all drop if we ask whether a rule has an ILL to a rule page in one of the other
four language editions (bracketed percentages in Table 1). This drop can be attributed to the fact
that rule organization, even of shared core rules, across editing communities considerably varies. For
example, a core principle “Ignore All Rules” in English, Spanish, and French Wikipedias is not an
official rule in Japenese Wikipedia, but one still in the proposal stage. What is considered a “hard”
or more important rule in one language edition may be considered a flexible or unimportant one in
another. While this variation in organization may be unsurprising, the lack of cross-community overlap
in rule pages indicates that there is no clear one-to-one mapping of rules across language editions, even
as they share the same goal of peer producing encyclopedic content and operate on the same technical
system. Instead, collective governance is highly localized.
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de
en
es
fr
ja

31.7%
[10.3%]
58.0%
[20.0%]
41.7%
[16.5%]
53.5%
[19.6%]

en
64.3%
[45.2%]
78.0%
[57.0%]
72.4%
[50.4%]
81.5%
[60.7%]

es
45.2%
[26.0%]
31.1%
[17.2%]
48.0%
[29.9%]
59.8%
[40.2%]

fr
41.4%
[28.8%]
34.1%
[19.3%]
65.0%
[39.0%]
60.7%
[40.2%]
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ja
45.2%
[30.1%]
35.5%
[20.8%]
59.0%
[46.0%]
55.9%
[35.4%]
-

Table I. : Percentage of language edition X’s (row) rule pages that ILL to lang. ed. Y (column). In brackets, percentage of row X’s
rule pages that ILL to a rule page in Y. All values are reported as of February, 2020.

4.2

Rule practice: policy invocation

Rule pages unique to a language edition could be reasonably argued to be an unsurprising variation
due to culturally or geo-spatially-sensitive biases. Thus in ongoing work we are considering a smaller
set of rules that are core across language editions: Neutral Point of View (WP:NPOV), No Original Research (WP:NOR), and Verifiability (WP:V). Rather than focusing on rule text, we turn to rule practice
via policy invocation. Specifically, we compare the topical contexts in which these core, shared rules
are invoked across language editions. Because older, core rules receive more attention and use by far
in prior work looking at English Wikipedia [Beschastnikh et al. 2008; Keegan and Fiesler 2017], we
expect these rules to be most invoked across language editions but also be the most variable in contexts of their use. However, in looking at the contexts of policy invocation, we expect distinct cultural
or geo-spatial concerns to emerge, as language editions have demonstrated knowledge diversity that
is culturally-biased in content production [Hecht and Gergle 2010].
5.

DISCUSSION

Our preliminary findings show significant variance in the rule pages and rule organization across
Wikipedia language editions. As most work on governance in Wikipedia focuses on the English language edition, the apparent heterogeneity of rule text and organization across language editions in
Wikipedia highlights the need for an investigation of self-governance moving beyond English-speaking
contexts. More broadly, this project demonstrates how Wikipedia provides a unique opportunity to conduct multi-community analyses of collective self-governance. Understanding how communities operating under the same technical system towards the same goals self-govern in (dis)similar ways can
provide more nuanced understandings of effective governance, such as the impact of conflicting localized rules at a collective level or how one community can learn from another’s practices.
In ongoing work, we continue this project by investigating the topical contexts in which core rules
are invoked across language editions. We also plan to expand analyses that evaluate the significance of
unique and/or conflicting rule pages. Further work should examine in greater detail how shared rules
across language editions converge or diverge (both in text and practice) over time to shed light on the
complex dynamics of heterogeneous governance practices in diverse, large-scale collaborative systems.
6.
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